With the adv en tof wireless net w orkingand personal digital devices, the population of mobile users will increase significantly. Broadcasting is particularly suitable for en vironmeIts ha ving a large n unDer of clien ts. In this paperJV e study the query processing of some tYP- ac hiev an a traditional database en vironmert. In this paper, queries whose answers are dependent on some location information {in most cases, it is the query issuer's position) are called L ocation-depndent Queries (LDQs). In a mobile environment, the number of clients is expected to be very large. F urthermore, LDQs are likely to exhibit some temporal and spatial locality. In other words, a user tends to ask the same query <Yer a period of time {e.g., finding hotels as he is driving), and differen t users tend to query the same objects {e.g., traffic reports or local attractions in a city). Under this situation, it is desirable to disseminate location data on wireless broadcast channels and let users retrieve answers to their LDQs b y listening to the channels. Example applications include city guide, search for nearest services, local traffic report and so on. In addition to the scalabilit yadvantage, broadcast systems allo w clien ts who kno w their curreil positions to retrieve answers without submitting the location informatBAl1the server , thus reducing the high uplink cost.
Introduction
It is predicted that computing will enter our lives and be- ac hiev an a traditional database en vironmert. In this paper, queries whose answers are dependent on some location information {in most cases, it is the query issuer's position) are called L ocation-depndent Queries (LDQs).
In a mobile environment, the number of clients is expected to be very large. F urthermore, LDQs are likely to exhibit some temporal and spatial locality. In other words, a user tends to ask the same query <Yer a period of time {e.g., finding hotels as he is driving), and differen t users tend to query the same objects {e.g., traffic reports or local attractions in a city). Under this situation, it is desirable to disseminate location data on wireless broadcast channels and let users retrieve answers to their LDQs b y listening to the channels. Example applications include city guide, search for nearest services, local traffic report and so on. In addition to the scalabilit yadvantage, broadcast systems allo w clien ts who kno w their curreil positions to retrieve answers without submitting the location informatBAl1the server , thus reducing the high uplink cost.
As we illustrate in the later section, the specific characteristics of LDQs and broadcast systems introduce many new challenges that make it difficult for existing technologies to be applied to this new kind of environments. Motivated by this fact, w eperformed researc hrelated to the processing of LDQs in wireless broadcast environments, suc h as grid-partition index structure for nearestneighbor queries [19] and d-tree for general LDQs [18] . In this paper, we concentrate on some typical LDQs with the objective to propose an indexing structure that can serve several differen kinds of queries. Although much work on efficient index structures for different kinds of queries has been done in the spatial database area, it is the first time that this topic is addressed in a wireless broadcast environment. In this paper, we study the difference between the traditional databases and wireless broadcast systems. Based on the difference, a new index structure based on Hilbert Curve is constructed in order to satisfy the specific demands of broadcast systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief review is provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain the particular requirements of the broadcast system in detail and define the main objective of our work. According to the requirements, a new index structure based on the Hilbert Curve, a space filling curve, is proposed in Section 4, along with related algorithms for answering different kinds of queries. The simulation model is constructed and the results are depicted in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2
Related Work F ocusing on ansW!ring LDQs via broadcast channels, we first briefly survey the existing work related to these two different areas. T othe best of our kno wledge, this is the first work combining the broadcast environment and Rrocessing of spatial queries together .
Location-Dependent Queries
In this paper, we concentrate on two common classes of LDQs, namely, window query and k-ne arest-neighbr (kNN) searc h. Window query is to find the objects that are within a given window, which is a rectangle in a 2-dimensional space. k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) search is to find k objects among the whole set that con tainsn (n >= k) objects according to a given query q, such that the distance between query poili q and any object in the answer set is no longer than the distance between q and any other object in the whole set. R-tree [7] index and its varian t~rovide a good Solution to window query. Based on some heuristic optimization, it groups the objects close to each other into a node, and a window query only visits the nodes that overlap with the query wind<w.
kNN searc h originally is a very natural problem in computational geometry and was first formulated b y Minsky and p apertin 1969. In the 1990's, researchers in spatial database began to become in terested in this problem [15, 17] . Currently, the problem is extended to a high dimensional space, such as image similarity comparison and con ten tbased retrieval in multimedia applications [2, 8] .
According to the n unDer of times that an algorithm scans the whole dataset, the existing algorithms can be divided into two categories: single-step searh and multistep search.
Single-
Step Search This kind of algorithms searc hes kNN based on the suitable index structure, scanning the dataset only once. There are several approaches a v ailable from the literature. Branch-andbound algorithms use heuristic distance information to choose the next node for visiting and prune some impossible branches. Various algorithms differ inthe search- [12] . First, a set of k primary candidates was selected based on stored statistics to obtain the upper bound dma," which can guarantee that there are at least k objects within the distance dma," from the query point q. Next, a range query was executed on dataset to retrieve the final candidates. An extended version of this algorithm was proposed in [17] , in which dma," was adapted every time a candidate object WtS checked.
Wireless Broadcasting
In mobile computing en vironmeIts, there are tw ogeneral approaches to disseminating information to mobile clien ts: On-Demand Access: A mobile client submits a request to the server. The server locates the appropriate data and returns it to the mobile client.
Broadcast: Data are broadcast on a wireless channel open to the public. After a mobile client receives a query from its user, it tunes in to the broadcast channel and filters out the data according to its real situation.
Compared to on-demand access, broadcast has the advantage of scaling up to service a hge number of clients without any additional cost at the server site. Therefore, it is a promising and desirable dissemination method for the future pervasive computing enrironment whose client population is expected to be huge. Index information can be in terlea vedwith the data to facilitate the search process and save clieIts' limited battery power [11] . By looking up the index, the mobile clien t is able to predict the arrival time of the desired data and only needs to tune into the broadcast channel when the requested data arrives. Index organization refers to the in terlea vingmethod of the index and the data on the broadcast channel. A w ell-kn(Y{n organization is the (1, m) interlea ving tedlnique [11] (see Figure 1) . That is, the whole index is broadcast preceding every ~ fraction of the broadcast cycle.
In wireless communications, a bit stream is normally deliv eredin the unit of packet (or frame), for the purposes such as error-detecting, error-correction, and synchronization [11] . For example, in the GPRS net work a pac ketcan con tainthe data of up to 1600 bytes [3] . As a result, data are accessed by clien ts also in the unit of packet, similar to the page concept in traditional databases. In the folIo wing description, we use page, rather than packet (frame), for its generosit}j .
Discussion
There are some factors making information access in the wireless broadcast environment different from that in the traditional database environment. These differences introduce new research challenges and motivate our work, which can be summarized in three aspects: mobile devices' resource constraints, ~lien ts' unlimited mobility, and on-air index for wireless data broadcast. Devices' Resource Constraints The portability of mobile devices results in various resource constraints, suc h as small storage spaces, and limited battery pov er . Among these, power supply is particularly important, and algorithms designed to run on mobile devices should take client's resources into consideration.
Clients' Mobility The unlimited mobility of clients makes location-dependent information access a new and challenging topic. Existing query processing strategies in traditional database systems have not ta1En into consideration this mobility and changing location issues. Therefore, new information access and dissemination schemes need to be devised. On Air Index An important characteristics of wireless data broadcast is that the index information is on air. It uses air as a dissemination medium. The index information is available to the clien ts only when it is broadcast. Hence, when an algorithm tra verses the index nodes in an order different from their broadcast sequence, it has to wait for the next time they are broadcast. In contrast, theindex for traditional databases is stored in the resident storage, such as memory and disk space. Consequently, it's available arwtime. Since nearly all the existing index structures and algorithms devised for traditional databases do not consider the time-series characteristics of the air index, they cannot be easily deployed in wireless broadcast environments. An exampie of the well known R-Tree index is given in Figure 2 . Assuming that the query processing algorithm first visits the node R2 and then R1, and that the server first : broadcasts node Rl then R2, the access latency is significan tly extended since the nodeRl is not a vailable util the next cycle. As a conclusion, a good index structure and associated algorithm serving spatial queries in a wireless broadcast en vironmeIt should incur small space cost, tak e linear broadcast order in to account, and perform the search efficiently.
Regarding the performance metrics, common criteria tuning time and ac ress latency are employed in this study. The former is the time spent b y a client listening to the broadcast channels, logically representing the clien t's po w er consumptionThe latter is the time duration from the point that the client requests some data to the point that the desired data is received. Both the tuning time and the access latency are measured in terms of n unber of page accesses [11].
3
Hilbert-Curve Index Structure
In response to the linear characteristics of wireless broadcast, we propose an index structure to facilitate the processing of LDQs by linear scanning of the dataset, rather than random traversal of the index nodes based on some heuristics. A space-filling curve, a contin uous path visiting every point in a k-dimensional grid exactly once without crossing itself, can serve as an index for LDQs in wireless data broadcast. Well-known space filling curves, including z-curve, Gray-coded curv eand Peano curve, are different in the order that the points in the grid space are visited. Hilb eft Curv~due to its optimal locality [6] , is chosen in this paper to build an indefor LDQs. In this section, we first explain the basic idea about Hilbert Curve. Then, related algorithms for answering LDQs are illustrated. Lik emany other space-filling curves, Hilbeft Curve maps points from a multi-dimensional space to a 1-dimensional space. L ocalityis an important metric for choosing space filling curves. A mapping from n dimensions to m dimensions (where m < n) is considered to ha ve good localiy if points that are close to each other in an n-dimensional space are also close to each other after being mapped into an m-dimensional space. Considering the nearest neighbors along the grid axes only, each grid point has 2n nearest neighbors in the original space. However, it will only hae 2m nearest neighbors after being mapped into an m-dimensional space. Therefore, for a mapping from n dimensions to one dimension, suc h as Hilbert Cur~, the best that we can hope for is to have tw oof the 2n nearest neighbors remain to be nearest neighbors in the I-dimensional space. This subjectiv e criteria is met 1,y Hilbert Curve, which guarantees a good locality feature. Considering the representative size, the Hilbert Cur'i! assigns enough n unDer of bits to represent the index value in order to guaraItee that each point in the original space has distinct value. Given Cj the number of bits for a coordinate in ith dimension, L:n:l Cj bits are allocated to represent an index value for an m-dimensional space. Therefore, the Hilbert Curve is sure to visit each point in the space.
Given the mapping function of Hilbert Curve, it is easy for a clien t to perform con versionbetw een coordinates and Hilbert-Curve index values. Let n be the number of bits assigned to represent a coordinate, the expected time for the conversion is O(n2). Since n is a preset system constant, the con versioncan be done in a constant time. The detailed con versionalgorithm is available in [14,80 we skip the explanation here.
The Hilbefiurv e realizes the linear scan of the objects, the problem left is that whether it can be employed to ans~r LDQs. In the rest of this section, our algorithms based on Hilbert Curves for window queries and kNN queries, tw oimportant classes of LDQs, will be explained.
Window Queries
T o process windo w query based on Hilbert-Curve index, a basic idea is to decide a candidate set of points along the Hilbert Curve which includes all the points falling within the query window. These points are retrieved to filter out those falling outside the window. Claim 1: For a given window, the point p within the query window that has the largest Hilbert-Curve index value nIlst be lying on the bounding box.
Proof: Assume there exists another point p' inside the query window which has a larger index value than that of p. Since Hilbert Curve is a con tin uous pathto visit every point in the searc h space, there must be a point p" outside of the query window, with a larger index value than p'. Otherwise, p' is the last point of the Hilbert Curve and must be the vertex of the original search space according to the definition of the Hilbert Curve. If we dra w a line to connectp' and p" , there must be an in tersection poirt q on the bounding box. Since the index values of the points on the Hilbert Curve are monotonously increasing, the index value of q which is betw eenp' and p" must be larger than that of p'. Hence, the previous assumption fails. Thus, the point p has the largest value and is on the bounding bIJ:. Therefore, our claim is proven. O Similarly, the point within the query window that has the smallest index value is guaranteed to be on the bounding box. In order to facilitate our discussion, a 2-dimension space is assumed and it is easy to be extended to a high-dimensional space. F or a gi-en window, the client computes the first and last points on the box which define the range of the index values. All the objects whose index values are within this range constitute the candidates set. Finally, a filtering mechanism is emplo yed to find out the objects that are really located in the window.
kNN Queries
A general strategy employed by any kNN algorithm is to determine a search space that is not too small to lose an y correct ansver and not too big to perform any unnecessary search. It is ideal to know the exact distance between the query poiD q and the k-th nearest neighbor Ok, which is difficult to be obtained. An alternative is to estimate the distance values. As described in Section 2, some optimistic algorithms use tight prediction to avoid an y unnecessary searc h and some pessimistic ones use loose estimation to a void alf loss of the requested objects. In our algorithm, a range estimation algorithm is proposed based on the locality property of the Hilbert Curve. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. As the first step, the kNN objects to the query point along the Hilbert Curve are found and a minimal circle cen tered at query poiD is constructed to contain all those k objects. The minimal-bounding rectangle of that circle, con tainingat least k objects and definitely not causing any loss, serves as the search range. The question left is whether this range is too loose. Based on the fact that Hilbert Curve is close to optimal locality, the kNN objects should lie near the query point along the Hilbert Curve. Consequently, w eassume that the bounding rectangle only introduces limited extra search. Later simulation results show the correctness of this assumption.
Algorithm
1 kNN Search Input: query poin tq, sorted objects' indexes; Output: k-nearest neigh bors; Procedure: 1: indexq = coor .to-index(q); 2: locate the ith object 0; who has the nearest index value (index;) to indexq; 3: begin = MAX(O, i-k/2); 4: for j = begin, rad = 0; j =< (begin + k; j++ do 5: p=index.to-coor(indexj); rad = max(rad, distance(p, q»; 6: end for 7: let r be the bounding square centered at q and ha ving 1"ad as .side length; 8: result-set = window-query(r); answer-set = 0; max-dis = 0; 9: for each object 0; in the result-set do 10: dis = distance(o; .q); 11: if (answer -set is not full) then 12:
answer-set = answer-set U {0;}; 13: maxAis = max(maxAis, dis); 14: else 15:
if dis < maxAis then 16:
replace the farthest object in the answer -set with 0; and update 11taxAis correspondingly; 17: end if 18: end if 19: end for 20: return answer -set;
Search ImprovemeIt
The locality of Hilbert Curve is a major factor that impacts the performance of our algorithms. If the nearby points in the original searc h space ha vebig difference among their index values, the window query will have to check much more points than necessary. A motivating example is depicted in Figure 4 (a) in which the dashed rectangle represents a query window. Employing our original algorithm, all the points whose index values between 9 and 54 should be bec led. Obviously, this range actually contains many points outside the window. It can be observed from Hilbert Curve that the order i curv eis deriv edfrom order (i -1) curv e. If a query window crosses several order (i -1) curves, it has a higher probability to contain many more points than necessary due to the low locality of the points near the boundary of the (i -1) curves. Therefore, one solution is to partition the whole space into several disjoin grids and the objects in each grid have their o wn Hilbert Curv. F or a 4-grid partition, each grid only needs an order (i -1) curve, rather than a part of order i curv e for the whole searh space. Figure 4 .' i -"+-.
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, bits for 4-grid partition in a two-dimensional space. In order to make a full use of this kind of reduction, we partition the space into the number that is powered 1.r 2.
For a window query, the original query window should be partitioned into several disjoint sub-rectangles. For eac h grid, the overlapping between the query window and the grid produces the sub-rectangle.
We can observe that the larger the n unber of partitions, the fewer the number of objects chec ked, since the partition itself preserves the objects ' locality. However , as w ementioned before, objects in broadcast en vironments are accessed in the unit of page, rather than b y objects themselves. Hence, a smaller number of objects searc hed does not necessary result in a smaller limber of page accessed, which depends on the paging strategy employed to organize the index information. The other cost is that the clien t has to perform multiple window searc hes in the partitioned space for a query The design of good guiding rules for partitioning is our next work objective-
4
Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed Hilbert-Curve index b y comparing it to the traditional indexes for spatial queries. Two datasets are used in the ev aluation-In the first dataset (UNIFORM), 10,000 points are uniformly generated in a square Euclidean space-The second dataset (REAL) contains 5848 cities and villages of Greece, which is extracted from the point dataset available from [5] . The discrete-time simulation pac kageCSIM [16] is used to implement the model.
For the existing index, we evaluate the searc h algorithm based on R-tree and original search algorithm modified to meet the linear visiting request of broadcast en vironmerts. No matter where the query is, the MBRs are accessed sequentially while impossible brancll~ are pruned ac~rding to weIl-definedheuristics (see [15] for details). Since the objects are available a priori, the STR packing schaDe is employed to build theR-tree (denoted as STR R-tree in the later presentation) in order to provide a fait performance comparison [13] . The R-tree is broadcast in a depth-first order to facilitate rollback 0p-erations. A p~ &gorithm Using Ht1bert-Curoe for R-tree i&available. It is alsO implemented in our simulation in order to ev&uate the impact introduced by the Hil~Curve on R-tree which is denoted as HilbertCurlleR~.
AS we ~lained previously, &1 the information transferred in_the wireless channels should be in the unit of page and the detailed p~scheme employed is explained as1o11ows. Since Hilbert-Curve ,index belongs to linear information, the Well-known ~tree is used. The fan-out of,c,a node can be decided according to the page ca~j;y.At the leafJevel, each object is represented by its Hi~ert Curve value and a pointer pointing to the data ~containingthe real data. The syStem model in the simulation consists of a base station,~ of clients, and a public channel for broadcast. Wi~ide1tatio defin~ the ratio of the query window's side length to the Side length of the whole Search space ~has the default value of 0.1. The available bandwidth is set to 1000 kbps, and page capacity cllanges from 27 t9 211 bytes. Two floating-point numbers are used to represent a two-dimension& coordinate, each one assigned 4 bytes. The same amount of bits are1or an indexvalue of Hilbert Curve.
Partitioning Space
As mentioned above, the searcll performance is dependent a lot on the locality of the Hilbert Curve. From the observation, partitioning the searcll space into smaller grids can~uce the probability that two nearby points have a lar~ difference between their index valu~. The performance improvement obtained by partitioning on the UNIFORM dataset is depicted in Figure 5 . AS we mention before, one advantage of partition is to reduce the representation size. Consequently, we partition the space into Pi sub-partitions along ith dimension, given Pi equals to 2". Hence, the represent size for the index value Of Hilbert Curve can be decreased by the sum of qi, i.e., ~~1 q" for an m-dimension& space. The number following the word Partition is q.. In current implementation, &1 the dimensions are partitioned into the same number of sub-partitions, therefore q, is same for all different i. For instance, Partition:l means that the ori~two-dimension& space is divided into 21 x 21 grids. Without explicit specification, Partition 2 servicf or the default setting in later simulations.
From the result, we can observe that the performance increases a lot due to the partition, in terms of both tuning time and its variance. However, the computational overhead on clients are increased since it has to determine the boundary index values for multiple sub-query windows, rather than for a single query window in the original situation.
. The most obvious observation obtained is that HilbertCurve index with Partition 2 has the best performance, and it outperforms the other two significantly. For UNI-FORM dataset, the improvement in terms of tuning time is about 61.9% and 67.2% over STR R-tree and Hilbert--Curve tree, respectively. For REAL dataset wh~ result is omitted due to space limitation, the advantage of Hilbert-Curve index is also dramatic. Compared to STR R-tree and Hilbert-Curve tree, the improvement is 53.4% and 55.6% in terms of the tuning time.
In order to provide a comprehensive evaluation, the size of the query window is also changed. The value of parameter WinSideRatio is changed from 0.05, to 0.1, to 0.2, and finally to 0. 
kNN Queries
K-Nearest-Neighbor query is one of the most representative spatial queries. It returns k objects that are nearest to the query point. When k is set to 1, it is the famous Nearest-Neighbor search. In this section, the performance of different indexing structures for kNN search is compared. First, we evaluate their performance for traditional NN problem, then for fixed k, and finally for various settings of k.
..
- The space cost is not a big issue in the traditional diskindex environment, with the enlargement of the disk capacity and reduction of its price. However, in the broadcast environment, all the index information has to occupy some bandwidth for transformation and somehow affects the access latency of the clients. Therefore, the index size is preferred to be small. Since our algorithm devised to solve knn problem should scan the index twice, with the first time to decide the necessary search boundary and the second time to obtain the answer objects, its index size will be larger than that of R-tree. Hence, the expected access time of clients achieved by (1, m) index organization algorithm [11] is compared first to guarantee that the new index does not introduce too long latency and its performance is depicted in Figure 7 . Assuming the access latency of the scheme having no index information as 1, R-tree introduces the access latency about 1.23 and Hilbert-Curve based index incurs the latency about 1.30 for the UNIFORM dataset. For the REAL dataset, the result is nearly the same. Hence, we can make the conclusion that the index overhead caused by Hilbert-Curve index is acceptable and similar as it of other existing ones.
Nearest-Neighbor
Queries (k=l)
Nearest-Neighbor search is a special case of kNN queries. It has been frequently used as a test case to evaluate the performance of index structures proposed for kNN problem. Figure 8 depicts its performance obtained. : Tuning Time of kNN Query (UNIFORM) Considering the kNN seard1 problem, with a fixed value of k or varying values of k, the Hilbert-Curve index with partition perfonns the best in nearly all the cases. The first observation is that Hilbert-Curve index with partition always achieves the best perfonnance for UNIFORM dataset, while it somehow performs a little bit worse than STR R-tree in the REAL dataset whose result is omitted due to the space limitation, especially for the small page capacity or large number of the request k. The second observation is that for the comparison between STR R-tree and Hilbert-Curve R-tree, the former works better for the REAL dataset and the latter ~eves some gain of the perfonnance for the UNI-FORM dataset. The reason causing these two behaviors is that Hilbert Curve has a better location locality for the dataset that uniformly distributed, compared to the skew distributed dataset. From the previous simulation result, Hilbert-Curve based index always achievã much better perfonnance for the window query for both dataset. Therefore, the only reason that it works worse than STR R-tree for kNN seard1 is that the approximated range window is larger than necessary which results in a worse performance dueto that superfluous 
